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Sometimes
life requires a
little attitude
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Attitude
We all have an attitude at times, and at

times it is totally required! Of course we

need to be respectful, courteous & kind to

most people, but some, and we all know a

few of them, can rub all the courteous out

of our smile and deserve nothing but our

tractor beam stare, full to the brim with

edgy attitude. Admit it, own it and love it!



People don't
care what
you do, they
admire that
you did it
JACQUI PIERCE



Admire
Just do it, and I don’t mean strapping on

your nikes and running a half marathon. I

mean just something. Anything!! Not really

anything because some things are still

illegal but most things aren’t, so pick

something. Do it, and most importantly

enjoy it unapologetically. Handstands,

crosswords, long trips, learn a language,

sand the deck, get a cat, invent something,

sheer a sheep (make sure it's yours), write

poetry, dance in the rain or what ever it is,

just do it… because we all admire people who

do stuff. Do your stuff, and stuff everyone

else!



Take a bow
lady, you are
magnificent
JACQUI PIERCE



Magnificent
As you put your feet up and sip your hot

cup of heart starting coffee in the

morning, take a breath and remember this

one is for YOU! We all have stuff;

baggage, war wounds, battle scars,

secrets, turmoils, triumphs and even

some tragedies but we are ALL also bloody

magnificent! Learn to take a compliment.

Soak this one in... cos it's for YOU.



Mirror mirror
on the wall
give me a
#@&@$#!
break
JACQUI PIERCE



Mirror Mirror
Who was the smart ass who invented the

mirror anyway? Sure, it's a practical item, I

use it to check if I have spinach stuck in my

teeth, but can't you just give me a #@&@$#!

break!! It's like your bluntly honest best

friend with a megaphone, ready to make

sure you are aware of the roll of extra muffin

love that is over bulging in all the wrong

places. Why? Give us all a #@&@$#! break! I

guess we could just love our body and this

wouldn't be such big deal. #@&@$#! 



Who says
wine doesn't
make us
more
fabulous
JACQUI PIERCE



Fabulous
I don't know how or why and quiet frankly

I've done little research, but wine...dear

deliciously sweet wine... you have the

ability to bring out the best of my dance

moves. Every now and again my adoring

crowd gets to hear my witty one liners &

disjointed stories about people they don't

know. As long as we keep this super power

in moderation there's no reason not to add

a little bit more fabulous into the world!

Pop the cork and fill me up.
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Undies
At the ripe old age of 35+7 I put little

effort into choosing my daily briefs,

based on who may or may not get a

glimpse of them that day. But really... I

should... because in life you never know

when a moment will present itself. But no

matter if you have your y-fronts, bikini

briefs or nanny pants on, if there is a

moment to let loose then TAKE that

moment and run with it. Live in the

moment & flash those frillies.



In summary
To live your life the Imagine Ellie way

the trick is to have some attitude, show

your undies, remember you are

magnificent and most of all to embrace

them ladies, because our bums look

superb to someone!



#findthefunny 
www.imagineellie.com

Our Story
We are sisters, artists, parents, wine

drinkers & finders of the funny moments

in life. Imagine Ellie is our artistic outlet

to share how imperfectly perfect we all

are. We embrace it. Let’s celebrate our

imperfections and laugh together.

Jacqui & Samantha Pierce


